Do you eat ham at Easter?
Does your church serve ham?
Learn the horrible truth
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A long-time tradition in the United States is to serve
an “Easter ham.”
Rather than being a celebration of life and renewal,
Easter becomes about serving slices of pigs whose
lives were horrendous from the moment of birth until
death in slaughterhouses at only 5-6 months of age.
Within the first 24 hours of each piglet’s life, factory
farm workers (not vets) clip or tattoo their ears, cut
their needle teeth, chop off their tails, give them an
iron shot and male piglets are castrated, all without
anesthetics. The piglets are returned to their mothers
for only three to four weeks and are then transported
to facilities where they are prepared for slaughter
where they arrive days later, debilitated and dehydrated
from the heat and stress, some arrive literally frozen
to the sides of the vehicles.
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Is the Easter ham tradition really worth the deaths
of millions of pigs, some of whom have been so
brutalized they die before they get to the
slaughterhouse?
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Please choose cruelty-free vegan Easter meals that
honor and celebrate the wonders of Easter, spring,
renewal and resurrection.
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Do you want to end this pain and suffering?
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Treat ALL God’s creatures with compassion and
dignity...GO VEGAN
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